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Rerelease of #1 Best Selling Age and Medical Play Book- Dr. Daddy Dom!Be prepared to laughâ€¦

Number 1 best-selling author and BDSM and age-play lifestyler Breanna Hayse is at it again with a

new, exciting and hysterical adventure of Little May and the Marshall boys, brothers Layton and

Caine. Itâ€™s been one year since the trio became a family, and each member of the household is

still finding his â€“ and her â€“ unique place in this unusual marriage. If you enjoy reading (or

fantasizing) about realistic age-play, disciplinary and sensual spanking, menage and medical play,

then this story is for you!Dr. Caine Marshall is exhausted; there just isnâ€™t enough of him to go

around nowadays. To top it off, an old friend, Ian Channing, arrives on the scene and asks for help.

Not only is Ianâ€™s marriage failing, but his wifeâ€™s father is causing problemsâ€¦ not content with

keeping Savannahâ€™s inheritance tied up, the man keeps trying to terrorize her, driving her to take

refuge ever deeper into the bottle.Desperate to try anything to get away from his father-in-law, help

cure his wife of her alcoholism, and rekindle their relationship, Ian agrees with Caineâ€™s

suggestion to take up residence with his wife, Savannah, at the unique community of Little Lake

Bridgeport. It is here where the Marshalls and some new friends introduce the couple to the

age-play dynamic and teach Ian the art of domestic and anal discipline, whereas Savannah

discovers the joys of being a Little and the freedom which can be found in submission.Caine is now

torn between the responsibilities of work, helping the couple, and satisfying his Little Mayâ€™s ever

present demands for attention â€“ and her Big girlâ€™s never satisfied hunger for pleasure. To top it

all off, his usually serious attorney brother suddenly switches roles; from â€˜Counselor Cranky

Pantsâ€™ to Mayâ€™s playful companion. Layton has taken to pulling pranks and joining up with

May to cause mischief and, with that, more laughter and trouble than poor Caine is prepared

for.May, of course, is up to her usual business. She brings Ian and Savannah into her world of

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and Legos and, with the help of Owie Bear, teaches Savannah that

being an adult doesnâ€™t have to mean emotional pain all the time. Discovering that they share a

similar history of parental abuse and neglect, the girls form a close bond, and learn that there are

more valuable things in life to enjoy than either could ever have hoped for â€“ starting with

friendship; with just a tad of fun-filled naughtiness. Just when Ian and Savannah think that

theyâ€™ve overcome their issues, however, a tragic secret catches up with them â€“ one which

affects not only them, but also May; threatening to shatter her worldâ€¦Be prepared for several

surprises, a ton of laughter, lots of bare bottom spankings, and some of the steamiest scenes ever

written in the history of the medical and age-play genres as you join the continuing unique and erotic

adventure of those who live and love in Little Lake Bridgeport, by the queen of erotica who brought



contemporary age-play genre to life; Breanna Hayse.
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What a wonderful second book in the Little Lake Bridgeport series, seeing how well May, Layton,

and Caine Marshall are doing in their unique lifestyle. We meet new people, new situations, and

some surprises too. I canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait to see where this series takes us next. When trouble comes

calling, these dominant men prove their protection to not only their little girl but for a friend too. May

is thriving in her poly relationship and the witty banter between these three is entertaining. When

friend IanÃ¢Â€Â™s wife Savannah is almost killed in an auto accident, Caine is at the hospital and

offers assistance, and Layton steps in with legal assistance. May is a sweetheart and helps

Savannah with not only physical but emotional support. The plot kept me captivated and the pages

turning as we revisit the Marshalls and meet the Channings. Both May and Savannah can

sympathize with each other for the physical and emotional abuse they suffered as children under a

cruel father. The dialog is open, honest and even at times painfully raw with the girls sharing stories.

This story is explicit with language, sexual scenes that include age-play, anal-play, medical-play,



mÃ©nage Ã  trios, and spankings.

This is a continuation of Little May and her two husband/daddies. We get to see their relationship

blossom with discipline and a great deal of love. Caine, Dr. Daddy Dom, sets out to help his and

Layton's childhood friend, Ian, reclaim his love with his wife. On the brink of divorce, Ian is willing to

try anything to bring his wife, Savannah, back from her self-destructive activities. While fighting at

every turn, Team Marshall pull together to show the couple that love and discipline have a power

like none other. Layton, Counselor Cranky Pants, uses his skill as an attorney to assure that the

girls' father is never able to hurt them again. Very well done!

I really enjoyed this book. The characters were fun and believable. They all had slightly different

interests and this book showed how they could all work together. I really hope there will be another

story about n the series

Boring; been there, done that. Premise of the book or start of a chapter suggested how the story

would go, and it sounded like fun, or at least interesting. As the story progressed, neither happened.

The characters never really developed some much as they repeated who they were in slightly

different situations. Obviously, the story did not work for me.

Love the book ,bad guy gets put away ,finds a sister & helps put a marriage back together. Can't

wait for a book #3 if & when!

I was so excited to see a new installment in May's story and this one didn't disappoint me at all. Not

only do we get to visit with May and her Dom and Daddy but we also get to meet a new couple.

Savannah and Ian are in a place about as bad as it can get. Layton and Caine go out on a limb to

try and help this couple. There is so much love between these people. There are some rather

dramatic surprises that took me by surprise and it was wonderful to see how everyone copes with

new information. I really hope we will be seeing more of this great community and Carlton sure

needs a little of his own.

I love this author and her books. I loved the first book in this series. May's story is great. The

dynamics keep changing and getting better as Caine, Layton and May settle into Theron unique

married life. Then enters Ian and Savannah. Again what a great dynamic couple. I could see the



ending and I loved the surprise, but I don't want to spoil it for other readers. I hope we get another

book about Carlton and get to see May and Savannah get into more trouble.

This was an exciting sequel. I loved the first one and always enjoying returning to see how life is

treating the characters.
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